TAGsecurity

BARRIER DATA LINK (BDL SYSTEM)
*The future in Vehicle Barrier Networking and Communications
Networking various security products via copper, fiber optics, CAT5 with BDL modules greatly increases versatility.
Total Automation Group can provide network modules at each external device that will link to the main controls center via copper, CAT5 or fiber. TAG’s staff are trained and educated on fiber splicing and connections.

*Contact Total Automation Group for an analysis of your location and to discuss ways of integrating multiple security devices in a low cost manner!*

When utilizing multiple security products at a location, it makes sense to integrate the controls on a user-friendly network. Utilize a touch screen or push button panel for ease of use.
Reducing complexity and control buttons allows the guard to focus on protecting a location as opposed to worrying about accidental operation. Consolidate the controls and automate so only one button has to be pressed.

**PAST BDL JOBS:** Maxwell AFB, Wachovia Data Center, Point Loma, etc.

*Contact Total Automation Group to upgrade your current system or design a new one!*

Integrate multiple primary, sub-primary, and secondary control points utilizing the network and BDL modules.
The BDL system has endless possible control arrangements to accommodate multiple control points. The BDL system gives you the ability to integrate various phases of controls with multiple security products. Have a primary control location network to various sub-primary or secondary locations.

*Contact Total Automation Group to discuss multiple control points and lock out features.*